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F125 FM
The F125 FM forms an integral part of the innovative UPS5000
family of ‘premium’ field proven Modular transformer-less 3
phase UPS systems all of which have been designed to optimise
‘reliability’, ‘energy efficiency’ and offer users ‘total flexibility’ for small
to medium sized data centres & other mission critical applications.

Configurred in True On Line Double conversion (VFI-SS-111) mode the
system delivers complete protection against all form of mains power
disturbances.

As a fully featured and comprehensively equipped system the F125 FM
will

meet

or

exceed

the

requirements

of

a

majority

of

applications/specifications, however the availability of a range of
options in order to address the demands of more specific requirements
can be readilly met.
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F125 FM design features:
• VERTICAL SCALABILITY
- Installation of up to 6 power modules providing vertical scalability
from 25kVA/kW through to 125kVA/kW + Redundancy (N+1) within
a single frame having a footprint of only 0.51M2 .

• HORIZONTAL SCALABILITY
- To 500kVA/kW through parallel operation of up to 4 frames.
Active power (P )

• EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE & HIGH EFFICIENCIES
- Output power factor = 1 (kVA=kW) compatible with both

Inductive & Capacitive loads within a PF range of 0.5

PF = 0 .9
(leading)

PF = 1

PF = 0 .9
(lagging)

PF = 0 .7
(leading)

PF = 0 .7
(lagging)
PF = 0 .5
(lagging)

PF = 0 .5
(leading)
φ

leading to 0.5 lagging.

Reactive
power (Q )

Ideal

- High efficiency of up to 96.5% in true on line mode

Demonstrated over a wide load range from as low as 30%
TUV verified). Additionally, Intelligent module hibernation
technology further aids and ensures high system efficiencies
are maintained at even lower loads.

- High input power factor of 0.99% & low THDi of >3% ensuring
compatibility within all types of input distribution including
Generating sets.

• HOT SWAPPABLE KEY COMPONENTS, Including:
- Power modules.
- Static Switch.
- ECM’s.
- Monitoring interface card.
- VF relay interface card.
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Huawei UPS

F125 FM Composition
Top cable entry

Distribution
Composed of:
- UPS Input breaker (mains 1).
- Bypass Input breaker (mains 2).
- UPS Output
- Integral manual maintenance
Bypass.

MDU
Control Module
incorporating;
- Dual redundant ECM’s (Energy
Control Modules).
- VF relay contact board.
- Monitoring interface.

Static Switch
Fully rated Static Transfer Switch
module.

Power Modules
Up to 6 x 25kVA/kW modules can
be installed to provide a maximum
system capacity of 125kVA/kW +
Redundancy (N+1).

Bottom cable entry
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User interface.

• POWER MODULE
Incorporating the latest DSP technology, each power module is composed of a Rectifier, Inverter & DC/DC Converter together
with it’s associated control housed within a 19” rack enclosure only 2U in height and weighing only 21kgs, currently the most
compact and lightest within it’s class.

2U

Power modules can be configured within the frame to operate in capacity mode or N + X, where X = No of redundant
modules set according to load capacity and redundancy requirements of the installation.

• CONTROL MODULE Rack
In its standard configuration, the control module rack ihosts two ECMs, one dry contact card, and one monitoring interface
card (from left to right). All four are hot swappable. A spare slot within the module facilitates the addition of an extended VF
contact card or back-feed protection card.

Spare slot
DUAL (Redundant) ECM’s
Comm’s interface
Comm’s interface

• USER INTERFACE
The system is equipped with a intuitive user interface
featuring a high resolution industrial grade TFT display
which provides access to system status, metering and
alarm status and system information including navigation
down to individual module level and system settings.
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The design facilitates vertical scalability for loads
ranging from 25kVA/kW + Redundancy (N+1) within
each frame and horizontally up to 500kVA/kW through
it’s embedded parallel architecture.

Vertical scalability 25 - 125kVA/kW

SCALABILITY

Horizontal scalability 125 - 500kVA/kW

LBS (load bus sync.) READY

System B

System A

An LBS system consists of two independent UPS
Systems each containing one or more parallel frames
as shown opposite.
The LBS configuration features substantially enhanced

LBS

levels of reliability and applied to installations where
the load has multiple inputs. For single input loads
an STS (Static Transfer Switch) can be installed to
distribute power to the essential load.
STS

Critical Load
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UPS 5000 - 125FM

Technical characteristics

OVERVIEW
General:

Modular, transformer free, scalable Uninterruptible Power System.

Topology:

True On Line, Double Conversion (VFI-SS-111) or ECO-Mode

Power Module:

25kVA/kW 2U High. Weight: 23Kgs

Output power range:

KVA

Output power range:

KW

Frame capacity:

KVA/kW

AC/AC Efficiency:
Parallel:
LBS:

%

25 - 125
25 - 125
125 (Max 6 modules including Redundant module)
>96% (true on line mode)
YES - up to 4 frames
YES - LBS ready.

INPUT (mains 1) note1
Nominal voltage:

Vac

380/400/415 3 phase, 4 wire.

Nominal frequency:

Hz

50 or 60

Voltage range:
Frequency range:

Vac
Hz

80 - 280
40 - 70

Power factor:
THDi

CosPhi
%

INPUT (mains 2 - BYPASS) note1
Nominal voltage:

Vac

Nominal frequency:

Hz

Voltage range:

Vac

Frequency range::

Hz

0.99 @ 100% load. 0.98 @ 50% load
≤ 3% (linear load)
380/400/415 3 phase, 4 wire.
50 or 60
Upper threshold: +10%, +15% (default), +20%, +25% (@ 380 V AC)
Upper threshold: +10%, +15% (default), +20% (@ 400 V AC)
Upper threshold: +10% (default), +15% (@ 415 V AC)
Lower threshold: –10%, –15%, –20% (default), –30%, –40%, –50%, –60%
±6 Hz (adjustable, 0.5–6 Hz, ±2 Hz by default)

Note1: System can be configured for a common input supply to both rectifier (mains) & bypass (mains 2) or separate inputs.

OUTPUT (Inverter)
Power factor:

Cos Phi

Nominal voltage:

Vac

380/400/415 3 phase, 4 wire.

Nominal frequency:

Hz

50 or 60

Voltage regulation:
THDi
Overload:

%
%
%

±1 (steady state)
≤ 1% (linear load)
110% for 60 minutes. 125% for 10 minutes. 150% for 1 minute.

STANDARDS
General
PHYSICAL
Frame dimensions:

1 (kVA=kW) for loads between 0.5 lagging to 0.5 leading.

IEC/EN 62040-1.
mm

Colour:

IEC/EN 62040-2.

IEC/EN 62040-3.

600W x 850D x 2000H
RAL 9005

Weight (Excludes redundant modules):

Kgs

IP rating:
Cable entry:
Integral switches:

25kVA - 250kgs.
50kVA - 273kgs.
75kVA - 296kgs.
100kVA - 319kgs.
125kVA - 342kgs.
IP20 (IP21 optional)
Top or bottom.
UPS Input (Mains 1). Bypass (Mains 2). UPS Output. Manual maintenance bypass.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating temperature:

0C

0 : +40 (Excluding batteries)

Storage temperature:

0C

-40 : +70

Humidity:

%

0 : 95 (non condensing).

Altitude:

m

Up to 1,000 without de-rating.

OPTIONS
IP21 Enclosure.
Extended VF contact board.
ECM extended sub-rack.
IBAT3 battery monitoring.

Back-feed protection.
External manual maintenance bypass systems.
Ambient temperature & humidity sensors.
Antiseismic kit
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